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Intermodulation Distortion
in Linear Amplifiers
BY WILLIAM I. ORR.* W 6 S A I

is common communication practice to generate a single-sideband signal a t a low power
level for reasons of economy and then to ampilfy i t to the desired strength by the use ol one
or more linear amplifier stages. The intelligence
is contained in amplitude variations in the signal,
and it is imperative that the linear stages amplify
this intelligence with as little distortion as possible. Strictly speaking, an ideal linear amplifier
is one in which the output envelope amplitude is
a t all times directly proportional t o the input
envelope amplitude. Amplitude distortion results
when the magnitude of the output signal is not
strictly proportional to that of the driving signal.
This class of dist.ortion (which is the principal
type encountered in linear amplifiers) includes
intermodulation distortion, a particularly interest
ing type of amplitude distortion encountered in
single-sideband service. I n passing, i t should be
noted that intermodulation distortion (abbreviated I M D ) occurs only in a nonlinear device
driven by a complex signal having more than one
frequency. As speech is made up of multiple
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EQUIVALENT PLATE VOLTAGE
Fig. 1 -The electron flow (cathode current) in a vacuum
tube is a nonlinear function of the equivalent plate (or plate
and screen) voltage and is described by the 3/2-power
law. This curve illustrates typical electron flow, which plays
an important part in establishment of tube linearity.

Although there has been much talk
about intermodulation distortion ia
linear amplifiers, a search of available literature brings to light very
little in the w a y of factual data.
Here's down-to-earth dope on what
linear-amplifier tubes can and can't
do.

tones (or frequencies) and as the perfect linear
amplifier has yet to be built, the situation leading
to I M distortion exists in most 8.s.b. amplifiers.
Once the intelligence-bearing signal has been generated, the amplitude relationships existing in the
intelligence must be faithfully retained or the
s.s.b. signal will blossom into a broad, fuzzy
caricature of itself, and the unlucky user of the
nonlinear equipment will find his on-the-air
popularity waning. Intermodulation distortion,
therefore, is important to the 8.s.h. operator, and
the cause and effect of this unloved and unwanted
mutilation of s.s.b. signals will be discussed in
this article.

The Vacuum Tube and Linearity
The vacuum tube is the heart of the linear
amplifier, and the amplifier is designed ahout it.'
I n addition t o the tube, the amplifier is composed
of auxiliary eqdipment - resistors, capacitors,
inductors, etc. - chosen to permit the tube to
operate in the most linear manner possible consistent with various restrictions imposed by economic, physical and electrical limitations. The
auxiliary equipment may be considered to be
made up of passive circuit elements while the
vacuum tube is thought of as an active element
by means of which the desired power gain is
accomplished. The passive circuit elements are
entirely linear and they affect circuit operation
only insofar as they determine the operating
parameters of the tube. The linearity of the tube
is open to question. The more linear the tube, the
less stringent the demand placed upon the circuitry to achieve a desired degree of over-all
linearity. The results obtained are a balance
between excellence and economy.
T h e vacuum tube utilizes electrons emitted
from a hot cathode by impressing upon them an
electric field which varies with time. During the
paasage of the electrons from cathode to plate,
the field is manipulated in such a way as to alter
the number of electrons arriving a t the plate of
the tube. The electric field reacts in a predictable
way that may be accurately described by Maxwell's equations. The electron flow (or cathode
current) is a 3/2 power function of the appl~ed
electrode voltages. This so-called "3/2-power
1 T h ~ d~scusa~on
s
appl~esto vacuum tubes S~mllarconcluslons may be drawn about trans~stors,but such conclusions
are not wlthin the scope of this article.

law" of Child and Lnngmuir is theoretically valid
for uniform tube geometry and holds true for any
space-charge-limited electron flow under the
influence of an external field (Fig. 1). The 3/2power law is not a linear function, and in practical
tubes the cathode current is not a straight-line
function of grid voltage. Further, practical tubrs
depart from the 3/2-power law to some extent,
drprnding upon tube geometry, space charge,
elrctron intrrcrption by grids, and emission
limitations.
T h r relationship between the electric field and
cathode-current flow within the tube described
hy this natural law plays an important role in the
establishment of tube linearity. In practical
amplifiers, for example, the magnitude relationship between input and output signals is not
perfrctly constant a t all signal levels within a
given range. The relationship defining ampli$er
linearity is termed the envelope transfer function,
and ideal and typical transfer functions are
shown in Fig. 2. T h e fundamental cause of a
non-idpal, nonlinear amplifier transfer function
mav be traced directly to the nonlinear relationship between the plate current and grid voltage
of the tube employed in the amplifier. This relationship approzimates the 3/2-power law throughout the operating reglon above cutoff.2 An examination of intermodulation distortion reveals the
importance of significant cathode-current departure from this fundamental law as regards
amplifier linearity.
Intermodulation Distortion Measurement
Techniques

Leaving the vaculim tube for a moment, it is
useful to examine means of testing tuned linear
amplifiers for distortion. One such means is to
apply two equal-amplitude r.f. signals of different
frequency to the input circuit and then to measure the relative strengths of the output signals
and the accompanying intermodulation producta? This combination of input signals is often
called a two-lone test signal. The action of the test
signals beating with each other in the typical
"nonlinear" linear amplifier having amplitude
distortion produces intermodulation distortion,
and the purpose of the two-tone test is t.o create
this action under controlled conditions and to
measure it. Maximum limits of intermodulation
di~t~ortion
have become a n important specificaCutoff may be thought of as that amount of grid bias
r e q u i d to reduce the idl~ngplate current of a vacuum
tube to virtually zero.
"The Grounded Grld Linear Amplifier." Orr. Rinaudo.
Sutherland: QST. August. 1961, pages 16-21.

Fig. 3-QST authors and prominent DXers W6KEV (standing) and W6UOV examine data plotted by Eimac Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer. General-purpose equipment permits IMD measurements to be mode on a wide
variety of transmitting tubes in either grid- or cathodedriven configuration. IMD products are seen on screen of
panoramic analyzer.
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Fig. 2-Amplifier
linearity is defined by the envelope
transfer function. Departure from linearity is illustrated by
curvature of the function (dotted curve) and may be traced
directly to the nonlinear relationship between cathode
current and electrode voltage shown in Fig. 1.

tion determining the excellence (or lack thereof)
of linear amplifiers and tubes.
A practical test technique is to employ a twotone, low-distortion test signal to drive a linear
amplifier, and to use a spectrum analyzer to display a sample of the output signal of the amplifier
(Fig. 3). A spectrum analyzer is a precision panoramic receiver having high resolution and capable
of resolving signals separated in frequency by
only a few kilocycles. T h e presentation of a portion of the spectrum in which the tests are taking
place is given on a long-persistence cathode-ray
tube. If the I M D products of the two-tone test
signal are known and the amplifier under test is
run with no feedback, a t a frequency low enough
to remove side effects due to circuit uncertainties,
the I M D products of the tube under test may be
readily determined by visual inspection of the
picture on the screen of the spectrum analyzer.
Equally important is the fact that the test is reproducible, and that the tube may be operated
under any combination of electrode voltages and
loads.
A block diagram of a typical I M D test experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The low-distortion
signals are generated by eeparate stable r.f. oscillators operating on 2000 and 2002 kc., respectively, their outputs being carefully combined in a
special isolator which prevents the oscillators
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from "seeing" each other. The resultant twotone sign:~l is amplified by successive class A
stages until the desired driving level is reached.
The two-tone generator shown in the photograph
is capat)lc of dcslivering a test signal having I M D
products more than 60 decibels below the twotone signals, a t :L power 1evf.l up to 700 watts.
The tr~l)eunder test is placed in a test amplifier
operating a t 2000 kc., and capable of permitting
various electrode voltages and r.f. loads to be
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Fig. 4-Block
diagram of Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer of
Fig. 3. Low distortion two-tone r.f.
signal is generated at 2 M c and
applied to test omplifier. The output of the amplifier is dissipated in
a dummy load and o portion of the
output signal is examined on the
screen of a high resolution ponoramic analyzer. Distortion products
as low as - 6 0 decibels below
peak power may be seen
and studied.

impressed upor, the tube a t the convenience of the
operator. The output of the test amplifier is dissipated in a dummy load and a small portion of
the output signal is applied Lo a panoramic analyzer having a dynamic range of 60 decibels.
The two-tone test signal, along with spurious I M
products, may be seen on the screen of the instrument, separated on the horizontal frequency axis
by the difference in frequency between the two
tc~stsignals (Fig. 5). A reading is made by comintermoc
paring-the amplitude of a specific intermodula~ r o d u c with
t
a m ~ l i t u d eof the two eequal
tion product
the amplitude
test tones in the output signal. For convenience,
the ratio between one of the test signals and one
of the I M products (there are always two of the
same order) is read as a power ratio expressed in
decibels below the test-signal level. I t is equally
correct,, and- the- absolute
answer is the same,
-, if
wwers of the two' test
the ratio of the sum of the powers
tones to the sum of the powers of the two IM
products of the same order is used. I t is equally
:lope
valid to express IM relative to peak-envf
peak-envelope
power,
it is done bv
by taking the
Dower. (p.e.p.)
( D . ~ . Dprovided
~rovided
.)
ratio of p.e.p. to the square of the sum of the two
IM products of the same order.' Referring IIM
M
to p.e.p.
D.e.D. carries the additional information that
the IM is specified for conditions of maximum
signal level. Peak envelope power occurs when
the two test tones are instantaneously in phase.
Measurements made on a wide variety of power
tubes, from small to large, filamentary types and
oxide cathode, triodes and tetrodes, in grid- and
conclusively
cathode-driven service, have shown conclusi
vely
magnitudes of the intermodulation disthat the mannitudes
tortion products are significantly affected by almost everything: changing heater or filament
voltage by only a few per cent; slight shifts in
bias voltage,
- . idling- current, screen voltage,
- , plate
.
or grid tuning; neutralization, loading - all tthese
,hese
factors and others even more obscure enter into
the determination of intermodulation distortion.
hi^ might be a melancholy and discouraging
picture, but it is a fact of life and h One of the
--
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Fig. 5-Typical display on screen of IMD Analyzer. Top:
Two test tones are seen at the center of the screen, with
IMD products evenly displaced on either side of test signals. Third-order produ& are 3 5 db. down in amplitude
from two-tone signal, and 5th-order produck ore 4 0 db.
below test signals. Higher-order distortion products may
also be seen. Bottom: Equipment parameters adjusted to
raise third-order products and to drop fifth-order products.
The linear amplifier may be adjusted to enhance or reduce
various distortion products, if desired.
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Expressions of IM without referenee to conditions of
me"urement and teehniquea are-as expreseedby '00Bah in "The Mikado" - "merely corroborative detail,
intended to
to an otherwise bald
and ,,ncon,.incine narrative,- ~
~
fa trsnd~
~
t, be develooing
hereby
. - in this direction. ~h~ der
warned.
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Fig. 6-lntemdulation
distortion products
may be predicted mathematically. This universol family of IMD curves applies to all perfect
tubes obeying the 312-power law. The curves
are plots of IMD level ( Y axis) referred to the
driving signal expressed as a ratio of drive to
operating bias. As the drive is increased, the
various IMD products pass through maxima
and minima. Misleading conclusions of amplifier performance may be drawn if the equipment happens to be tested near a cusp on the
IMD curve, where a particular product drops
to an extremely low level. The whole operating
range of the equipment must be examined to
draw a true picture of IMD performance.
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major roadblocks in joint industry efforts (working through the auspices of the Electronic Industries Association with the active cooperation of
the U.S.Navy) to set up standards and testing
procedures in order to establish a common yardstick for all to follow in vacuum tube I M D testing, rating and equipment design.
Mathematical Analysis
I M D products may be calculated by several
method^.^ The rcsults of different valid mathematical techniques are in good agreement with
each other, and also agree in general with data
obtained from two-tone tests conducted with the
I M D analyzer. A theoretical family of I M D
curves of a perfect tube obeying the 3/2-power
law is shown in Fig. 6. This universal family of
curves applies to all tubes, regardless of operating
paralneters or tube type. Changes in electrode
potentials and circuit values (and even changes in
tube type) will produce characteristic curves of
this general configuration, but of course chc signal
level a t which particular value of dis~ortionoccurs will be different in each case.
In Fig. 6 intermodulation distortion products,
expressed in decibels below the output level of the
tube, are plotted along the Y axis. The ratio of the
two-tone driving signal E,(,..)
to operating bias,
E. (relative to cutoff voltage) is plotted along the
X axis. When E, is zrro, the tube is biased a t
cutoff (class B ) . Ratios of E,(,.,)/E,
greater
than one, but less than infinity, represent the
possible range of class AB operation. Starting on
the curve a t the no-signal point (Egcmsl)= O),
the I M D products are nonexistent. As E,(,.,) is
increased, the I M products increase throughout
the range of class-A operation and into the class
A13 region, until a maximum I M distortion figure
for thc 3rd-order products of about -30.7 decibels is reached a t an E,(,.,)/E,
ratio of about 1.7.
The 3rd-order product then drops to zero (minus
infinity) again for a ratio of E,(,.,,/E,,
of about
b "Approximate Intermodulation Distortion Analysee."
Report CTR-173 by R. E . Cleary. Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; "Linear Power Amplifier Design," W. B.
Bruene, Eleclronica, August, 1955; "Linearity Testing
Techniques for SSB Equipment," Icenbice and Tellhaver
P r o c , I , R , E . , December, 1956, pages 1775-1782, ,,Intermodulation Diatortion in High Powered Tuned Amplifiers,"
R. C. Cummings, Consultant, Eitel-MoCuUough, Inc., Sari
Carlos. Cahfornia.
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3.5, after which the 131 product again increases,
gradually rising to a level near -20 decibels for
class-B operation. Fifth-order and 7th-order
(and higher-order) products follow this same
general behavior, compressed along the X-axis,
and are shown in dotted lines on the graph.
The results of this theoretical study imply that
the amount of intermodulation distortion in any
v a c u u ~ ntube that follows t.he basic 3/2-power law
is predictable; further, that such distortion is inescapable and is independent of tube type. hloreover, the study indicates that thc pc%rfect312power tube will provide 3rd-order I h l products
no better than -20 to -30 de'cibels brlow maximum power output, and that the I h l product
varies markedly with drive level, dropping to zero
a t various points in the dynamic operating range.
Thus, the perfect tube, obeying a fundamental
law of physics, is a mediocre performer from a
linearity point of view. As far as 1R.I distortion
goes, it is a poor device to use in equipment
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Fig. 7-An ideal tube transfer characteristic departs from
the 3/2-power law. The ideal characteristic shown here
consistsof two linear portions, with the
point set
at the intersection. Half-wave plate current pulses are converted to sine
by the
effect of the plate
tank circuit. Poor tank circuit Q, therefore, will have
adverse effect on over-all linearity.
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Fig. 8-Another ideal transfer characteristic
for a linear tube consists of this form of curve,
where the central portion is straight and the
lower portion resembles a parabola. Practica!
tubes exhibit transfer characteristics of this
general class, the upper portion of the curve
showing additional curvature resulting from
saturation of the electron stream in the gridplate area of the tube. Plate current pulses are
converted to sine waves by flywheel action
of plate tank circuit.

d a t a t h a t such
dvsi~r~c.tl
for li~lc~:ir
:tniplificatior~ of i~~tclligence- typc. IVc know from c~xperi~nc~ntal
is re:tlly not the c:tse, as practical tubes cxhibit
bearing s i g ~ ~ a l s .
transfor characteristics dc.partir~g1l1:trkcdly frorn
A Study o f Practical Linear
the 312-powcr law. In many instances, an irnAmplifier T u b e s
provernrnt in linearity occurs when the tub(:
I)ocs this t11eorc~tic:tlstutly artu;~IlyIII(>:LII
t l ~ : ~ t d(5p:lrts frorn this law. For example, a n ideal
,211 tu1,c.s arc. poor li~lc';~r
nrnplitic~rsor that i t is
transfer charactrristic for a tuned arnplificr is
shown ill Fig. 7, consisting of two linear portior~s
i~lll~ossil,l(~
to arhicvc. 111 distortion products of :I
1)t.ttc.r order than -20 dt~cibcls?S o t at :dl. 'l'hc.
with t h r operating point sot a t the inlersection.
s t r ~ d yconcerns itsclf with a perfec.1 tullt~that ill]- The resulting plate current consists of rectified
plicitly follows the 3/2-powc~r 1:tw. Of courscJ, and amplified half sine wavcs, the plate tank
there is no such device, and pruclicc~ltul)(ss (i.c,.: circuit converting this misshapen wave into an
tulles that curl tlc n1ar1ufacturc.d) d(3part fro111 cquiv:ilent sinc wave by virtue of the fly-wheel
this l:~wto :t grc:~tcsror lesscsr c~xtcrit.The practieffect. The equivalent sine wave is directly proc:il tul)c>,in gcxneral, shows :in i~uprovernrntin
portion:tl to t h r input signal a t all amplitude
ovcxr-all lirlearity :LS :t rc,sult of d(.[~:trturrfrom the
1c.vels from zero to the maximum value shown.
3 / ~ - p o w o rlaw. Thtt practic:tl t u t ) ~ irl
, addition,
Alternatively, distortionless linear amplificadocs not have a dcsfinite vuluc of cutoff grid
tion rnay be achieved from another transfer
volt:rge, it docs not have constar~ta~nplificntion charactcristic having, instead of the diseontinuit.y
:tt :dl points within thc structure, and c l ~ r r c ~ ~c3shit)ited
~t
in the first cxxarnple, a smooth curve
dc~vi:rtionsant1 amplification v:triations occur with
of the form shown in Fig. 8. Tlre operating point
ch:angc.s in plate, volt:tgt.. Currcxnt intc~rceptedby
of the tube is chosen a t projected cutoff. Ideally,
thc scrcscsn and control grids modifies the pl:tte
the curved portion of the transfer char:+cteristic.
char:tctc~ristic,:tnd the "constnnts" that cxprc%ss should be a portion of a so-called "second-order"
the, 3/"-powc.r law vary with actu:tl operating
curve (a half-paral~ola,to be ex:ic.t). A rh:trac*teristic such as this is termed sq~rnrelala. Distortion
cor~ditior~s.
Thc~oretically, 111 distortion as a
rrsult of this law should be independent of tul)c products added to the exciting signal by such a
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curvature can be filtered out of tlie output signal
by the tuned plate tank circuit becalrse all of these
products fall in the harmonic tegicns of the erciling
signal. A distortionless replica of the input signal
is thus available a t the output circuit of the
amplifier. Other transfer characteristics exist
which also will provide lower-distortion output.
Practical tubes departing from the 3/2-power law
(wherein the exponent in the expression is 3/2,
or -expressed as a decimal - 1.5) have exponents ranging from 1.3 to 3.4. This range covers
quite a spectrum of possible tube performance!
A practical tube may have a transfer-characteristic exponent falling somewhere between 1.5
(3/2-power law) and 2 (square law); its transfer
characteristic would approximate the curve of
Fig. 8, wherein the central portion is fairly linear
and the lower portion resembles a parabola. T h e
upper portion of the characteristic may show
additional curvat,ure resulting from saturation
of the electron stream in the grid-plate area
of the tuhc. T h a t is to say, the grid or screen
"robs" the plate of the greater portion of the
available electrons and causes a corresponding
drop in plate current.
Intermodulation tc~stsrun on t.ubes having this
general transfer characteristic show distortion
products generally in agreement with the 3/2power law. Shown in Fig. 9 are I M curves based
upon typical measurements made on the 4x150
- 4CX"O
family of external-anode tubes. With
fixed valuos of plate and screen potential and
plate load impedance, measurements were made
a t two I(vrls of resting plate current over the
operating range of the tube. At the recornmendcd
value of resting plate current, the 3rd-order 1x1
products rise gradually and smoothly as power is
increased to the maximum value of 500 watts
(referred to a single-tone plate current of 250
ma.) until a t this value the products reach a level
of -20 dh. below the p.e.p. signal. 1)ecreasing the
resting plate current to i 5 ma. will degrade the
I M curve by srveml decibels, as shown. Fifthorder products a t the recommended value of
plate current are below -43 db. a t maximum
platc currcnt level. T h r addition of 10 decibels
of negative feedback to a circuit employing this
style of tube will reduce the I M products below
the values shown by approximately 10 db., so
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Fig. 10-Intermodulation
distortion products vary from
tube to tube of the same type, and also vary tube to tube
as operating conditions are changed. Small "receivingtype" transmitting tubes are usually poorer than these
curves by five to ten decibels.

equipment with feedback designed around this
tube (other factors being equal) should he able
to reach the region of -35 dt). I M distortion a t
full power. Individual tubes (and similar tubes
made by different manufacturers) will vary from
these curves by two to three decibels. Fig. 10
shows the variation in I M products between
three tubes under fixed operating conditions.
Changes in loading or other parameters will alter
the shape and position of these curves.
Referring back to Fig. 6, tubes of this type are
operated under conditions corresponding to a
ratio of E,(m,,,/Eo in the range of 2 to :3 a t maximum signal, and therefore distortion must pass
through the third-order product maximum of
about -:<I db. within the opersting mnge. .;2rtually, maximuln distortion appears near the 70y0
to 100yo power level and is of the order of -25
db. or so. These crlrves are quite representative of
most power tubes employed in amateur equipment, common varieties of transmitting tubes
falling in the "ririnus twenty" to "minus thirty "
decit)el intermodulation range. Judicious use of
feedback with these tubes will allow I h l distortion products to f:dl in the "minus thirty" to
"minus forty" decibel mnge.
Recent tubes specifically designed for linear
(Continued on page 164)
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Fig. 1 l -Eimac ACX3000A. specifically designed for linear-amplifier senice shows substantially better IMD products by virtue of
departure from 3/2-power law. With resting
plate current of 5 0 0 ma., 3rd- order products
are down better than 3 5 db. from peak
signal level.
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